The Flexible Floating Collision-Prevention System (FFCPS), used to prevent collision between uncontrolled ships and non-navigational bridges, comprises cable chains, floating structures and mooring system. Its main working principle is to use the sliding of the mooring systems in the role of energy dissipation. It can convert the kinetic energy of the ship into internal energy, and thus achieve the effect of avoiding a ship collision. The force relationships between various components of the system and ensuing simplified numerical models are firstly established in order to study the movement of the FFCPS. Subsequently, using suitable assumptions, the method of position adjustment to approach equilibrium condition is introduced. This method is based on the concept of statically determinate equilibrium in each step. The feasibility of the method proposed in this paper is verified by comparing the calculated results with model test measurements and published reference predictions. From these comparisons it is concluded that this method can be used in the preliminary design stage of the FFCPS.
Introduction
As accidents involving ship collisions occur more frequently, more and more scholars and researchers are involved with the ship-bridge collision problems. There have been many studies focusing on collision risk assessment [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The application of Integrated Bridge Systems incorporated on a ship and the corresponding new methods for determining safe ship trajectory [6] [7] [8] increase the safety of navigation.
Nevertheless, these solutions cannot thoroughly prevent the ship-bridge collision, hence, the design of ship-bridge collision avoidance system have been paid more attentions [8, 9] . In these studies, simulation based on finite element analysis is one of the most frequently used methods [10] [11] [12] [13] . . There are many new types of anti-collision devices for protecting bridges. Lei et al. [14] analyzed various aspects of the bridge-collision problem, putting forward the key principles of the "initiative anti-collision" concept and presenting a corresponding simplified model. Zhu et al. [15] proposed a simplified energy-based analysis method to estimate the lateral deflection of the flexible pile-supported protective structures that are subjected to a given impact energy. Chang et al [16] analyzed buoys and their anti-collision features, and provided several theoretical suggestions for the design of anti-collision buoys. Wu et al. [17] designed an "energy consuming collision-prevention system of long distance anchor moving", which is installed at a suitable distance away from the bridge to prevent the collision between ship and non-navigational bridge. This system, namely the Flexible Floating Collision-Prevention System (FFCPS), is made up of buoys, connection cables and mooring system, as shown in Figure 1 . Chen et al. [18] [19] [20] studied the methods for simulating the motion of the system when collided with uncontrolled ships. The kinetic energy and potential energy of the moored collision-prevention system, when collided with a ship, were calculated through the kinetic energy theorem and the mooring force equation. Then the approximately static equations are solved by a numerical iterative calculation method for the FFCPS. Xie and Li [21] proposed a system made up of independent anti-collision piers，interception rope chains，steel floating bodies and anchor ingot sink block. It is similar to FFCPS and it has been applied in the Hangzhou Bay Sea-Crossing Bridge of China. Based on position adjustment to approach equilibrium condition, a new method for the motion analysis of the FFCPS is presented in this paper. The numerical model based on this method is similar to the model proposed in reference [20] , but there are some differences between them. In reference [20] , the position of each component is adjusted simultaneously in each micro-time step, while the elements are adjusted locally during each micro-displacement in this essay. By comparing the numerical results obtained from the proposed method with those from published numerical and experimental results, its feasibility for application in the preliminary design process is verified. Furthermore, the proposed model can obtain faster convergence rate. FFCPS comprises the water surface blocking system and mooring system. The former consists of buoys and the connecting cable chains, which are floating on the water surface to prevent the colliding ship. The mooring system is composed of mooring chains and anchors. Before collision, except for the internal loads of connecting cables and mooring lines etc., the water forces acting on the buoys and the friction forces of anchors shown in Figure 1 are the external forces acting on FFCPS. When a ship collides with the system, the block force of the system acting on the ship has the same value (but opposite direction) with the push force that the ship exerts on the system. At the same time, the water force related to the relative velocity between the ship and current is another external force acting on the ship, as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 2 illustrates how the FFCPS functions in a model test. In most cases, the current is generated and causes the ship to drift. When the uncontrolled ship collides with the system, firstly the water surface components of the system will move with the ship. When the horizontal force component of a mooring chain reaches the maximum friction force between the anchor and the sea bed, the anchor will slide on the sea bed under the action of increased mooring force induced by the collision. The mooring system, through the sliding of the anchors, absorbs the energy of the colliding ship, including the initial kinetic energy and the work obtained from the current in the later process. It should be stated that a small part of the kinetic energy and work might also be transformed into the potential energy in the mooring system, kinematic energy of the buoys and cable chains and strain energy of the structure, but they are not be considered in this paper. If the summation of the friction forces of the anchors, namely the maximum block force, is bigger than the total current force (as well as wind and wave force, if relevant, but not considered in this paper) acting on the ship and buoys, the ship will be controlled under the block force of the FFCPS in the end. The maximum block force and the duration of the collision are controlled by adjusting the weight and number of gravity anchors. In addition, the block force of FFCPS increases gradually during the collision with the ship movement on the whole, which contributes to reducing the damage on the ship. FFCPS can automatically adapt to changes of water level and it can be used repeatedly to block collision with large-tonnage ships in different hydrological and meteorological conditions. 
Loads and static analysis of FFCPS
The mechanical analysis is the basis for analyzing the FFCPS. The FFCPS is divided into several elements, namely the colliding ship, the connecting cable chains, the buoys and the mooring system. The internal forces of each element have their own characteristics. Furthermore, there are various external 4 forces acting on the FFCPS. Each part of the FFCPS can be analyzed in an approximately static condition as no dynamic loads are considered in this paper.
Mechanical Analysis of the Colliding Ship.
There will be energy losses as a consequence of the ship collision. Part of the kinetic energy is converted into deformation energy, representing the energy losses due to the deformation of the ship and the buoys. Their estimation methods should be based on material properties, as well as the internal structure of the ship and the buoys. Besides, the rigidity and mass of the ship are much greater than those of the buoy-chain system. Hence, we do not study the collision at initial instant and the deformation of the ship, but focus on studying the movement of the FFCPS during the collision process in this paper. Compared with the traditional collision, such as the ship colliding directly with piers, walls and ground [22] etc., the duration of the collision for our case is much longer and the acceleration will be very small, therefore the added mass relevant to the acceleration against the forward speed of the ship could be omitted in the simulation. That is to say, no dynamic effect has been considered. Accordingly, the added mass and hydrodynamic damping are not considered in this paper. The focus is on the large deformation of the collision prevention system with buoys connected by lines. As a consequence of these assumptions, the kinetic energy of the ship is unchanged at the beginning of the collision and the ship will continue to move with its pre-collision speed. The pre-collision speed will be equal to flow velocity in many cases as the colliding ship is an uncontrolled ship. That is to say the speed is small and the collision process can be approximated as steady state. Since the speed variation is small in each step, the added mass and hydrodynamic damping are also small and can be omitted. If 'the ship continues to move with its pre-collision speed', the deformation of the mooring system will become larger and larger. As a result, the block force acting on the ship will be increasingly large, and the speed of the ship will become smaller and smaller under the action of the block force. Final equilibrium with zero ship speed is reached on the condition of the summation of the friction forces of the anchors, namely the maximum block force, is bigger than the total current force acting on the ship and all the buoys.
During the collision process, there are several forces acting on the ship, namely the forces induced by the reaction of the FFCPS and the flow force. The flow force calculation depends on the heading of the ship and the direction of flow. According to the JTS 144-1-2010 standard [23], the flow force components are as follows: The surface area of the ship below the waterline can be calculated as follows [23]:
C and B are the length, draught, block coefficient and breadth of the ship respectively.
The lateral force coefficient can be expressed as below:
The relative depth is the ratio of the water depth in the working condition and the ship draught. In accordance with the specification of the standard [23], when the value of the relative depth is 1.1, the parameters in Equation (5) are listed as follows:
The underwater projected area of the ship perpendicular to the relative current direction is as below:
where B denotes the transversely projected area of the underwater part of the ship. 6 
Static Mechanical Analysis of the connecting cable chain.
The connecting cable chain plays an important role in the function of the FFCPS by connecting the floating structures mainly comprising buoys. When calculating the tension of the block chain, the weight of the connecting cable chain must be considered and the solution to the catenary must be used. The connecting cable chain is a type of flexible connection, which can only result in tensile stress. Due to its weight, the shape of connecting cable and its forces satisfy the corresponding catenary equations. Therefore, in addition to the horizontal tensile force, there is a vertical force which is equal to the value of its weight at both ends. The force diagram of the joints of one part of the connecting cable chain is shown in Figure 3 . T , while H andV are the horizontal and vertical components of T . In Figure  3 , h is the vertical projection of connecting cable chain. l is the length of one part of the connecting cable chain and s denotes its horizontal projection. According to the catenary equation, the relationship between the variables can be easily expressed as follows [24] : 0 HH 
In these equations w , E and A denote the weight per unit length, equivalent Young's modulus and cross-section area of the cable chain, respectively.
There will be a certain pre-tension 
8
Equation (14) indicates that, in the case of pre-loading the cable chain with a large tension, the variation of the tension horizontal component is proportional to the change of horizontal projection of the connecting cable chain. This is similar to a linear elastic model of cable. During the process of collision, the connecting cable chain is always in tension, hence, there is no need to calculate the tension through the catenary method. A linear elastic cable model is sufficient for obtaining an accurate prediction. The weight of the connecting cable chain can be ignored, simplifying the calculations.
The force equilibrium of the buoys
Buoys in the FFCPS enable the connecting cable chains and themselves to float on the water surface to prevent the ship from colliding with the bridge. The internal forces in the system arise from the connecting cable chain. The tensions pull the buoys on the ends of the cable chains. The main external forces are the water force and the collision force. The buoys are in equilibrium under the internal and external forces. In the process of collision, the buoys floating status may change, i.e. they will experience heaving motion. However, this motion is assumed to be negligible compared with the deformation of the system. In this case, the gravity and buoyancy forces of the buoys are always in equilibrium, hence, the forces on the buoys can be simplified in a two-dimensional plane, ignoring the effect of gravity and buoyancy. F and x-axis. αBi is the angle subtended between Bi F and the axis of ox , respectively.
Accordingly, the forces on the buoy can be evaluated as follows: In the working state of the FFCPS, the torque Wi M is mainly induced by the water. Since the flow forces acting on the buoys are approximately symmetric about the motion centers of the buoys, the torques caused by water can be neglected in the calculation process. An exception to this assumption is for the buoy in the impact position.
Mechanical Analysis of the mooring system
The mooring system is a key component of the FFCPS, not only playing the role of locating the system and but also absorbing the impact energy of the system by the sliding movement of the anchors. The movable anchors ensures that the mooring chain and connecting cable chain will not be broken.
The friction between the anchors and the seabed cannot be too large, otherwise, the connecting cable chain or the mooring chain will break. At the same time, it also should not be too small, because in this case the FFCPS cannot be located in the designed position under the current forces, and it cannot provide sufficient block force to prevent the collision ship. Therefore, the best type of anchor is the gravity anchor as it is easier to slide on the seabed and can provide a relatively large friction in the sliding process. The number of gravity anchors and their weights are the most important parameters to be studied by the designers and researchers.
The force of the mooring system, prior to the collision, can be calculated by solving the catenary equation. In this case the horizontal components of mooring forces are considered whilst their vertical components are ignored. The same process can be used after the collision with the ship, albeit for a short time step. During this time step, the horizontal component of a mooring force is less than the sliding friction between the anchor and the seabed. In the process of the anchor moving, the horizontal component of the mooring force will be equal to the sliding friction between the anchor and the seabed since the current loads acting on the mooring lines and anchors are neglected in this paper. The horizontal component of the mooring force will appear to fluctuate within a certain range due to the asymmetric geology of the seabed as shown in Figure 6 
Description of the Solution Method
As the components of the FFCPS are connected by connecting cable chains, the relationships between the movements of different elements of the system are complicated. The movement of one element will influence that of the others. Here, a static analysis method is used, as in the process of collision each component tends to move to an equilibrium position. In other words, each component will move in the direction of the resultant force at each instant. Therefore, if the process is divided into many, small, time steps, the resultant force of each component will be very small at the end of each time step. The FFSCS stops at a relative equilibrium state. In order to analyze the process of collision, the whole process is analyzed step by step in accordance with the position variation of the impact point. The colliding ship will move forward with the impact point. The distance traveled can be divided into a lot of micro displacements. The ship velocity is assumed to be constant in each micro displacement, but it varies in different steps. In each step of the process, the movement of the colliding ship and the impacting part of the FFCPS will cause the movement of other elements. All elements interact with each other; nevertheless, the greatest effect on the movement of one element is due to the movements of the nearest elements. The process of iterative calculation is shown in Figure 7 .
Firstly a micro displacement is set at the impact point, and its direction is the same as the direction of the ship velocity. Then, the positions of the remaining elements from the near to the distant relative to the impact point are gradually adjusted. When the position of one element is adjusted, only its adjacent elements are taken into consideration. This results in a new position for each element. The iterative process results in the resultant force being smaller than before. The positions are adjusted step by step until all of the resultant forces, except that of the impact point, are small enough. At that time, the micro displacement step is completed and the time step elapses, hence the velocity of each element at the end of the time step can be calculated using Newton's law. If the energy of the colliding ship is less than a predetermined small value, the collision process is stopped, otherwise the next step of the micro displacement is entered and the process continues. In each calculation step, the positions of all the buoys should be adjusted to achieve the equilibrium of the FFCPS in that step. The points in the system are marked as 1 2 3 , , ,..., n A A A A respectively, as shown in 
,,
where k A   is the coordinate of marked point Figure 9 , where the marked point 13 A is the ship collision point. Equation (16) is used to adjust the position of marked point 12
A . 11 A and 13 A are the marked points next to 12 A .
Figure 9 Schematic diagram of buoy position adjustment
The value of the tension 1
F between 12 A and 11
A together with the tension 2 F between 12 A and 13 A , can be obtained according to the case of the elongation of the chain as shown in Figure 10 . The resultant force F acted on the marked point 12 A can be calculated by adding the external forces 12 X and 12 Y .
According to the principle of force equilibrium, the marked point 12 A should move a corresponding distance 13 in the direction of resultant force. Thus, the value of the resultant force F is close to zero, and the adjusted marked point becomes 12 ' A . The adjusted marked point 11 ' A can be obtained in the same way. A . 13 A and 15 A are the marked points next to 14 A ; 13 B and 15 B are the upstream and downstream mooring points of the intersection 14 A . When adjusting the position of the marked intersection 14 A , the mooring force between 14 A and 13 B as well as the downstream mooring force between 14 A and 15 A need to be determined. If one of the mooring forces reaches the value of the friction between the anchor and the seabed, the relevant anchor will move.
Then the position of 13 B or 15 B will change.
In accordance with this method, the positions of the marked points on both sides of the collision point are gradually adjusted till all the adjustments are completed. Thus a new set of marked point
is obtained. Then the adjusted distances of each point with the new positions are calculated. If all the horizontal components of the adjusted mooring forces are less than the prescribed value of the friction between the anchor and the seabed, the adjusting process can be stopped and the collision point is allowed to move by another micro displacement d  . Otherwise, all the marked points should be adjusted again.
In the process of adjustment, the issue of moving anchors should be considered. When the positions of intersections of the chains are changed, the mooring forces will change correspondingly. When the mooring forces are large enough the anchors will move with the system.
In each step of the adjustment process, the direction of positions of the buoys should be reset to ensure that, the torque of each element is close to zero. If the value of the torque is negative, the buoy should be turned by a small angle clockwise until the torque of the buoy is near to zero. Otherwise, the buoy should be turned anticlockwise. After adjusting the direction of positions of the buoys, the resultant force of the buoys will change. Therefore, the position should be adjusted again to make the resultant force near to zero. 14 This process of adjustment is repeated until all of the values are acceptable, ensuring the FFCPS is in equilibrium in this step.
With the gradual movement of the collision point, FFCPS exerts flow forces xc F and yc F on the colliding ship during the process, which gradually increase from zero to their final value as the initial speed of the ship is the same with that of the current. With the movement of anchors absorbing the kinetic energy of the ship, the ship velocity decreases. When the speed of the colliding ship is small enough, such as 0.01m/s, the collision process is assumed to have ended, indicating that the FFCPS has stopped the colliding ship.
Numerical Examples

Assumptions and verifications
The assumptions involved in the numerical simulation of the FFCPS are summarized as follows:
(1) The direction of ship velocity is unchanged and not influenced by external factors in the collision process.
(2) The reaction force exerted on the gravity anchor by the sea bed is equal to the weight of the gravity anchor in water. The sliding friction coefficient of the tank bottom (or seabed) is assumed to be constant, and thus the maximum horizontal tension provided by the mooring system is constant.
(3) The force of the connecting cable chain can be calculated using linear elastic theory.
(4) The force of the water (flow force) is the main external force and the effects of other external forces such as wave and wind forces are not considered, even though they can be important design factors of system.
(5) The colliding ship is driven by the current, the initial speeds of the colliding ship are equal to the different velocities of the current.
During the collision process, the orientation of the ship may change under the action of external forces. A yaw moment might also exist. This may lead to a final position of the ship in which the buoys are always in contact with one side of the ship. For ease of simulation, we selected two cases of ship orientation (i.e. heading and transverse direction respectively). Naturally, the heading direction cases may turn to transverse direction in the end of collision process, but not considered in this paper.
In order to verify the accuracy of the simulation method and corresponding algorithm, the model tests of the FFCPS are used for comparison. Figure 2 illustrates how the FFCPS functions in a model test. The depth of the water is 0.25m. The buoys are hollow cylinders made of stainless steel. The connection chains and the mooring chains have the same particulars, but have different lengths for different types. The anchors are a single concrete block for the downriver side, three connected concrete blocks for the upriver side and ten connected concrete blocks for the two ends of the system. The details of the test are described by Wu et al. [17] , in which two types of ship models (the gravities of big model and small model are 117.3kg and 70.4kg respectively) collide with the FFCPS at two different current velocities. In addition the predictions by the current method are compared with predictions by Chen et al. [20] . 15 The comparisons between the current predictions and those by Chen et al. [20] are shown in Figure 11 , where the Figures (a) and (b) are copy from the reference [20] and the Figures (c) and (d) are the results of this paper. Here, case 1 and case 5 are defined in Table 1 Chen et al. [20] . The selected two cases correspond to the big ship model colliding with FFCPS at a speed of 0.375m/s. Here and hereafter, the speeds of the ships are equal to the current velocities in forward heading and transverse movement respectively. Comparing the two sets of predictions, it can be seen that at the end of the collision process, the deformations of the system are similar However, the motion displacements of the anchors (i.e. Mi) and the colliding ship predicted using the current method are relatively smaller than those of Chen et al. [20] . This implies that the work done by internal frictions, which is converted by the kinetic energy of the ship, is smaller. It can be thought that part of the remainder can be converted to elastic energy in the connecting cable chains, which has not been considered by Chen et al. [20] . The anchor displacements in a forward heading collision are shown in Figure 12 , compared with test values [17] and literature values [20] . They are similar to each other. Through calculations for a variety of work cases, it is concluded that if the ship collides at the same position with the FFCPS, the order of the values of the anchor dragging distances is certain, namely, excluding the end-anchors M1 and M9, the order of the values of the anchor dragging distances is M5, M6, M4, M7 , M3, M8 and M2, irrespective of type and speed of the colliding ship. 
Figure 12 Comparisons of anchor displacements in a forward heading collision
Differences can also be observed in Figure 12 . For example, the end-anchors M1 and M9 have moved by varying distances in the results of this paper, whilst those of the model results and published work are much smaller. This is because of the linear elastic model used in the calculation of the chain forces, and the elastic modulus is set to a big value of 11 3 10 Pa  [25] . This implies that the connecting cable chain is hard to be extended. In addition, the connecting cable chain is tighten in the simulation but could be a little loose in the test, hence there is a small displacement value of end anchors in the simulation but 0 in the test.
Analysis of the block forces
The block force provided by the FFCPS in the process of ship collision is analyzed next, as illustrated in Figure 13 . The magnitude of the block force is directly related to two factors, namely the values of pulling forces of the connecting cable chain ( 1 T and 2 T ) and the angles between the connecting cable chain and the ship's longitudinal axis ( 1  and 2  ). 1  and 2  in Figure 13 are the complementary angles of 1  and 2  respectively. In the ship collision process, the forces 1 T and 2 T gradually go up from the beginning. They will increase to the maximum tensile stress. Obviously, in the beginning of forehead 18 collision, the connecting cable is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the ship, hence the angles 1  and 2  will gradually decrease from 90 , while the angles 1  and 2  gradually increase from 0 .
Based on the force equilibrium conditions, it can be concluded that: Figure 13 The block force diagram Finally the block force, i.e. the force exerted by the FFCPS on the ship, was calculated and compared with the results by Chen et al. [20] . These comparisons are shown in Figure 14 , as time history of the block forces, where the figures on the left are obtained by the current method and those on the right come from Chen et al. [20] . As can be seen, the orders of magnitudes of both sets of results are the same and there is good correlation between the values of the block forces. The maximum values of the block forces range from 10N to 20N. There are also some differences between the two methods predictions. For example, the results by Chen et al. [20] show that, irrespective of the conditions, the line of block force on the timeline is similar to a linked convex curve. However, the results from the current method are continuous oscillating lines. These oscillations are realistic, since a minor displacement variation may cause one of the anchors to stop or start moving.
In addition, the duration of the collision process by Chen et al. [20] is a little longer than that of the current method. This is related to the variation characteristics in block forces in the two numerical models. If the block force changes slowly, especially at the beginning of the collision, the colliding ship has a high speed for a longer time, resulting in a longer collision process. Comparing the different conditions studied in this paper, it can be concluded that: if the flow rate is greater, the time of the collision will be longer; if the colliding ship is bigger, the duration time of the collision will also be longer. This is consistent with the objective law. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the forces of the various elements of the FFCPS were analyzed at first, and then based on a set of logical assumptions, the method of "position adjustment to approach equilibrium condition" was established. The feasibility and validation of this method have been verified, when considering different arrangements for the design of the FFCPS, by comparing with the measurements from model tests and published numerical predictions. Using the current numerical simulation method, the following can be concluded on the FFCPS:
(1) In the numerical calculation, a linear elastic model can be used to calculate the tensions of the connecting cable chains. The main factor of deformation is the mass and number of anchors.
(2) The block force is directly related to two factors. One is the pulling forces of the connecting cable chains, the other is the angles between the connecting cable chains and the ship's longitudinal axis. If the ship collides with the FFCPS at the same position, the order of the values of the anchor moving distances is certain. In ideal conditions, this order does not depend on the type and the speed of the colliding ship.
These conclusions are obtained under certain assumptions and can be used as a reference in engineering practice. Based on the calculation method, reasonably good advice can be obtained for the design, e.g. the number of anchors and their corresponding weights of the mooring system of a FFCPS. Furthermore, the type of the cable chains and their pre-tension could be ascertained. According to the maximum distance of the anchor movement, the safe distance between the FFCPS and the bridge can also be selected. However, in this paper, there is no consideration of some important effects, such as those from waves, wind and hydrodynamic effects. Dealing with such effects requires more in-depth studies, as well as more in-depth analysis of the experimental data.
